Awakening the Golden Giant of Self Awareness

Pat Delafield
We create our lives the best we can with our resources and knowledge base.
Sometimes we have a core experience that leaves us questioning everything we have been taught, stepping
towards a newness that seems to pull us to The Dream.
Imagine what is waiting to be discovered within Mind. We have an amazing family of experts, all willing and
able to share their understandings, at our request. Better still, there is your inner self, spiritual guides and, of
course, the Universal Source Itself.
Learning to dowse and communicate with spirit in 1970, I later specialized in gold and water. Gold dowsing has
taken me to Australia, Greenland, Alaska, Canada and many other counties. Gold’s magical properties has
transformed my consciousness, it is a high essence of frequency that purifies the spirit and soul vitality. I will
demonstrate these techniques.
As a dowser, I formed habits that were both extraordinarily good and some not so well done and unproductive. I
feel that it is important to have ‘systems’ to work. Systems you can trust. Dowsing is a personal practice,
whereas, a system or technique is a shared experience. The face of dowsing belies the vast uncharted universe
of possibility. The depth of dowsing has yet to be discovered. I have taught dowsing since I learned it and find
people are receptive in all cultures and beliefs.
Raised in a rural community in upstate NY, what lay ahead of me in the years to come, was impossible to
imagine. Channeling St. Germain and other Master teachers in weekly classes for 25+ years, living in Alaska
and Australia, trekking in the Himalaya’s, finding rich veins and placer fields of Gold for over nine years in as
many countries, and surviving almost insurmountable odds of living through major auto accidents. My
foundation then – God’s Love and now God [Mind, Energy] is all there is. There is no two things in the
Universe, there is only one.
Learning disciplines of Ancient Huna philosophy and a lifetime learning of Walter Russell’s enlightenment
writings were capitalized after hearing St. Germain say countless times, ‘I cannot teach you anything you don’t
already know. The difference is, I know that I know.’
Website: www.norcaldowsers.com

